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Cardinality estimation plays an important role in network security. It is widely used in host cardinality calculation of high-speed
network. However, the cardinality estimation algorithm itself is easy to be disturbed by random factors and produces estimation
errors. How to eliminate the influence of these random factors is the key to further improving the accuracy of estimation. To solve
the above problems, this paper proposes an algorithm that uses artificial neural network to predict the estimation bias and adjust
the cardinality estimation value according to the prediction results. Based on the existing algorithms, the novel algorithm reduces
the interference of random factors on the estimation results and improves the accuracy by adding the steps of cardinality
estimation sampling, artificial neural network training, and error prediction. *e experimental results show that, using the
cardinality estimation algorithm proposed in this paper, the average absolute deviation of cardinality estimation can be reduced by
more than 20%.

1. Introduction

From the early single LAN to today’s Internet, the devel-
opment speed of the network is faster and faster, and the
network traffic is also larger and larger [1]. How to calculate
the relevant network attributes in real time from the massive
network data is the key issue concerned by network man-
agers and network security researchers. Host cardinality [2]
is one of the most important network attributes. Specifically,
the host cardinality refers to the cardinality of an IP address
in the network, that is, the number of hosts communicating
with the IP address in a period of time.

Host cardinality is an important network security at-
tribute, and many network security problems are related to
it. For example, in a DDoS attack, the victim server will
receive a large number of attack packets from different hosts.
At this time, the cardinality of the victim server will suddenly
increase. From the change of host cardinality, we can see
whether a DDoS attack is on. Another case is network
scanning. Hackers will detect the network and scan other
hosts in the network before launching an attack. At this time,

the scanner will initiate connections to a large number of
different hosts, which will also lead to a sudden increase in
the cardinality of the scanner. *rough the real-time
monitoring of the host cardinality, the above attacks can be
found in time.

*e host cardinality is not a simple count of how many
IPmessages the host receives or sends in a period of time. An
IP address can send multiple packets to or receive multiple
packets from the same host within a period of time.
*erefore, when calculating the host cardinality, it is nec-
essary to remove the duplicate IP addresses.

*e early cardinality calculation method saved the IP
address of each host and the IP address communicated with
it in memory by some famous data structure such as binary
tree [3]. When an IP packet appears, first look for the IP
address in the packet. If the IP address is not in the memory,
add it to the memory. If the IP address is already in the
memory, directly scan the next IP packet. In order to im-
prove the retrieval speed, data structures such as red and
black trees [4] can be used to save IP addresses. After
scanning all IP messages in a time window, the cardinality of
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each host can be obtained by counting the number of IP
addresses in memory. *e advantage of this method is that
the calculation is accurate, and there is no error. Snort [5], a
famous intrusion detection system, uses this method to
calculate the host cardinality. However, since each IP ad-
dress needs to be saved, the memory footprint increases with
the increase of different IP addresses. And the time to re-
trieve each IP address in memory will also increase with the
increase of the number of IP addresses. For hosts with
cardinality m, the time complexity is at least
O(log2(n)∗ log2(m)), and n is the number of all hosts.
*erefore, the traditional cardinality calculation method is
only suitable for small-scale networks or offline calculation
of the accurate value of cardinality to compare the accuracy
of other algorithms, but not for real-time cardinality cal-
culation of high-speed networks.

On high-speed networks, such as edge of country-wide
network [6], each IP address cannot be saved and retrieved
in real time; hence, the host cardinality is usually calculated
by estimation. When calculating the host cardinality, the
estimation algorithm uses a fixed amount of memory to
process each packet with 0(1) time complexity. Compared
with the traditional cardinality calculation method, the
cardinality estimation algorithm occupies less memory and
has a fast calculation speed. It is suitable for real-time
processing of high-speed network data. However, the results
of the cardinality estimation algorithm will have errors. How
to reduce the error of estimation results is one of the research
topics.

In the cardinality estimation algorithm, the factors af-
fecting the accuracy of the estimation include the distri-
bution characteristics of network flow and the parameters of
random functions [7] used by the algorithm. If the impact of
these random factors on the estimation results can be
predicted, the estimation results can be adjusted by re-
moving the predicted estimation error so as to reduce the
impact of random factors and improve the estimation ac-
curacy. Inspired by the above ideas, this paper takes the data
used in cardinality estimation as the attributes used in
cardinality correction (called revision attributes), uses an
artificial neural network algorithm (ANN) [8] to learn the
relationship between revision attributes and estimating
cardinality, and uses the learned model to revise cardinality
estimation result.

Because it can automatically learn and process high-
dimensional complex data, ANN is applied in many fields
and scenes [9], such as speech and image recognition,
language translation, and automatic driving. ANN uses
the label data to learn the model parameters so as to
predict the unknown data. *e error between the esti-
mated cardinality and the actual value is called estimation
error. *e estimation error is affected by the estimation
algorithm and network traffic, and it is a random variable.
*erefore, we can use ANN to predict this error and then
improve the accuracy of the estimation results. *is paper
studies how to use ANN to realize high-precision cardi-
nality estimation and gives the specific algorithm flow and
experimental results. *e main contributions of this paper
are as follows:

(i) Proposed a novel method of generating cardinality
training data set

(ii) Proposed a new algorithm using an artificial neural
network to improve the accuracy of cardinality
estimation

(iii) Verified the effectiveness of ANN in improving the
accuracy of cardinality estimation by experiments

*is paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
existing works are introduced. In Section 3, the way to
generate training data for cardinality estimation revision is
introduced. In Section 4, we describe how to improve the
estimation accuracy by neural network. Section 5 gives the
results and analysis of experiments on real-world traffic, and
Section 6 summarizes this paper.

2. Related Works

Cardinality calculation is widely used in many domains,
such as database [10] and sensor network [11]. Unlike the
application in database and sensor network, the cardinality
estimation problem in the network is not to estimate a single
host’s cardinality but to estimate each host’s cardinality at
the same time [12]. Figure 1 describes the model of network
cardinality estimation.

Suppose there are two networks: network A (denoted as
ANet) and network B (denoted as BNet), which commu-
nicate through router R. Let a1, a2, . . . represent the host in
ANet and b1, b2, . . . represent hosts in BNet.

Definition 1. Peer host: for a host a1 in ANet, the host in
BNet communicating with a1 through R (sending data
packets to or receiving data packets from a1) in a time
window is called the peer host of a1.

Definition 2. Host cardinality: for a host a1 in network
ANet, the number of peer hosts of a1 in a time window is
called the cardinality of a1 in that time window.

An IP address pair in the form of < aip, bip > can be
extracted from each packet passing through R, as shown in
Figure 1. Each time window will contain several IP address
pairs, from which the cardinality of different hosts in the
time window can be calculated. For example, if 10 IP packets
are received or sent by the host aip1 in a time window and
the hosts in BNet of these packets are {bip1, bip2, bip1,
bip3, bip6, bip2, bip1, bip9, bip1, bip7}, the cardinality of
aip1 in the time window is 6 (there are 6 different hosts
{bip1, bip2, bip3, bip6, bip7, bip9} communicating with
aip1 in the time window). For the convenience of de-
scription, this paper only focuses on the calculation of
cardinalities of hosts in network A and assumes that peer
hosts of each host in network A only include hosts in
network B.

*ere are two methods for cardinality calculation: ac-
curate statistics method and estimation method. *e sta-
tistical method saves each peer host of each network A host,
and the host cardinality can be accurately calculated at the
end of the time window. However, this method needs to save
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the peer host, which will occupy too much memory and
computing time for large-scale networks.

*e estimation method uses a fixed-length data structure
to estimate the host cardinality. Compared with the statis-
tical method, the estimation method occupies less memory
and is more speed [13], but the calculation results will have
errors. *e statistical counter algorithm is suitable for low-
speed small-scale networks or offline computing to obtain
the baseline for the comparison of other algorithms. *e
estimation rule is suitable for real-time computing the host
cardinality in high-speed and large-scale networks[14]. Let
RC(ip1) and EC(ip1) represent the real cardinality and
estimated cardinality of the host whose IP address is ip1,
respectively.

*e idea of cardinality estimation algorithm is to esti-
mate the cardinality of multiple hosts by using a small
amount or even a fixed size of memory [15]. How to estimate
the cardinality of a single host is the basis of multihost
cardinality estimation [16]. *e algorithm used to estimate
the cardinality of a single host is called an estimator in this
paper. Many estimators have been proposed, such as PCSA
[17], loglog/hyperloglog [14,18], and linear estimator (LE)
[19]. LE is widely used because of its high accuracy and
simple calculation.

2.1. Linear Estimator. LE uses a fixed number of bits to
estimate the cardinality. Let g represent the number of bits in
a LE. At the beginning of the time window, all bits are reset;
that is, the value of every bit is 0. *e calculation concept of
LE is to map each IP address (the IP address communicating
with a host) to a bit and set the bit; that is, the bit value
becomes 1. *e same IP is mapped to the same bit, which
ensures that duplicate IP addresses are recorded only once.
*e more the bits in the bit string with a value of 1 are, the
more the IP addresses appear. At the end of the time

window, LE estimates the host cardinality according to the
number of bits with value 1. *e specific calculation process
of LE includes the following steps:

Step 1: at the beginning of the time window, initialize
an array composed of g bits and set the value of each bit
to 0.
Step 2: for each peer host, select a bit in the array and set
the bit to 1.
Step 3: at the end of the time window, calculate the
number of 0 bits in the array and estimate the host
cardinality according to formula (1), where n0 is the
number of 0 bits in the bit vector.

Est � −g∗ log
n0

g
 . (1)

It can be seen from the calculation process of LE that, for
each IP address, LE can be processed in a constant time (Step
2); that is, the time complexity of LE processing each packet
is O (1). Compared with the cardinality calculation method
based on statistics, the time for LE to process each IP address
is independent of the number of different IP addresses and
will not increase with the growth of the number of different
IP addresses.

3. Several Cardinalities Estimation

Linear estimator can only be used to estimate the cardinality
of a host, but there are lots of IP addresses in the network to
estimate the cardinality. If a linear estimator is allocated to
each IP address, it will waste a lot of storage space, and the
calculation process is complex. LE array algorithm (LAA)
uses a fixed number of linear estimators to estimate all hosts
cardinalities at the same time, and the time complexity of
processing each packet is still O(1). Many algorithms are
based on LAA, such as Double Connection Degree Sketch
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algorithm (DCDS) [20], Vector Bloom Filter Algorithm
(VBFA) [21], and Compact Spread Estimator (CSE) [22].
LAA algorithmmaps each host to multiple LEs, and each LE
in LAA is used to store cardinality information of multiple
hosts. *e process of the LAA algorithm is listed in the
following:

Step 1: at the beginning of the time window, initialize
the LE array, which contains α rows and β columns.
Step 2: map each host in network A to an LE in each
row of LEA and use these α LEs to record the occur-
rence of their peer hosts.
Step 3: at the end of the time window, calculate the
cardinality of the host aip in network A as follows:

Step 3.1: find out the α LEs in the LEA used to record
the occurrence of aip’s peer hosts.
Step 3.2: combine the α LEs by “bit-AND” operation
to obtain a new LE, which is recorded as ULE.
Step 3.3: calculate the number of 0 bits in ULE,
recorded as n0, and estimate the cardinality of aip
according to formula (1).

LAA algorithm enables each LE to be shared by multiple
hosts in network A, thus reducing the memory occupation.
Each host in network A has several LEs to estimate its
cardinality. *e use of several LEs reduces the error caused
by LE sharing.

However, the estimation error of LAA will still be af-
fected by some random factors, such as the random function
used by LE itself, the function of mapping each host to LEs in
LE array, and the distribution of hosts in network
B. Combining multiple LEs does not reduce the impact of
these random factors. Artificial neural network is good at
learning the relationship between unknown variables and
removing cardinality estimation error [10,23,24].

*is paper will predict and reduce the error of estimation
results through the deep learning method so as to improve
the estimation accuracy.

4. Improving Estimation Accuracy by Artificial
Neural Network

Deep learning can automatically predict the impact of the
hidden factors. *e error caused by random factors in the
LAA algorithm could be learned by the deep learning
method, and the prediction results are adjusted to obtain
higher estimation accuracy. Based on this principle, this
paper proposes a cardinality estimation algorithm based on
an artificial neural network, Neural Network Cardinality
Estimation (N2CE). N2CE includes the following 6 steps:

Step 1: scan IP pairs
Step 2: estimate each host’s cardinality
Step 3: generate sampling IP sequence
Step 4: construct training data set
Step 5: train neural network
Step 6: predict the estimation error and adjust the
estimation result

Step 1 and Step 2 are the same as the existing cardinality
estimation algorithms. Step 3 to Step 6 are novel in the
N2CE algorithm, which are used to reduce estimation
error. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between each step
of N2CE.

First, scan the IP packets in a time window in Step 1,
update the LE array according to the IP pair of each IP
packet, and record the appearing of the peer host. At the end
of the time window, estimate the cardinality of all hosts
according to the LE array and the IP address list, and save the
estimation results. After estimating the hosts’ cardinalities,
N2CE predicts the estimation error and adjusts the esti-
mation result in Steps 3 to 6. Steps 3 through 6 will be
described in detail in this section.

4.1. Generating Sampling IP Sequence. To predict the host
cardinality using the deep learning algorithm, we first need a
training data set for learning. Specifically, it requires a data
set composed of estimating cardinality and accurate car-
dinality. *e estimating cardinality is used as the attribute of
training data, and the bias between accurate cardinality and
estimating cardinality is used as the training goal. For each
host in network A, the exact cardinality of each host in
network A cannot be known because no accurate algorithm
is used to save all peer hosts when scanning IP address pairs.
*erefore, the host cardinality estimation in network A
cannot be directly used as the training data set.

In order to obtain the training data set, this paper uses
the sampling method to construct some hosts with definite
cardinality. *ese hosts with certain cardinalities are not
hosts in network A, but randomly generated hosts that are
not in network A. *ese hosts are called sampling hosts. *e
peer hosts of each sampling host are different IP addresses
randomly selected from network B. *e sampling IP se-
quence is the collection of these sampling hosts, which is
recorded as SIP. Given the cardinality and peer IP, the
estimated value, estimation error, and even combined LE of
the sampling host can be obtained. *erefore, the training
data set can be generated by the sampling host. Before
generating training data, it is necessary to determine the
number of sampling hosts in the sampling sequence and the
cardinality of each sampling host.

*e cardinality of different hosts in network Amay range
from 1 to tens of thousands. If each cardinality is sampled, a
lot of resources will be wasted. Moreover, if the cardinality
distribution deviation is too large, it will cause overfitting in
the neural network training process and reduce the accuracy
of the results. *erefore, this paper proposes a method to
determine the sampling sequence according to the estimated
cardinalities of hosts in network A.

Firstly, hosts in network A are grouped according to their
estimating cardinalities. Each group is called an estimating
cardinality group. Each cardinality estimation group gener-
ates a sampling IP sequence, and each sampling IP sequence is
trained to generate its own neural network. Finally, the neural
network of the packet is used to predict the cardinality es-
timation error of the host in the group. Let ECG represent the
set of all cardinality estimate groups, ECGi represents the ith
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cardinality estimate group. *e lower bound and upper
bound of ECGi are defined as follows.

Definition 3. Lower bound: for a cardinality estimate group,
the minimum cardinality in it is its lower bound.

Definition 4. Upper bound: for a cardinality estimate group,
the maximum cardinality in it is its upper bound.

Let bti represent the cardinality lower bound of the ith
group and tpi represent the cardinality upper bound of the
ith group. ECGi consists of three parts, bti, tpi, and the set of
hosts in network A whose estimating cardinalities are be-
tween [bti, tpi].

Without omitting any hosts in network A, the estimating
cardinality of any host must fall within an ECG. At the same
time, in order to ensure that the estimation error of a host is
not repeatedly predicted, any host may only belong to one
ECG.*erefore, the estimating cardinality range of different
ECG is nonintersect, that is, tpi < bti+1. *e number of
different cardinality values contained in an ECG is called the
length of the ECG and is recorded as EGL. Let EGLi rep-
resent the length of the ith ECG; then EGLi � tpi - bti + 1.
bti and tpi can be determined according to the estimating

cardinality distribution so that the estimating cardinality of
the host in the same group is normally distributed. However,
the calculation of this method is complex and needs a lot of
extra time. *is paper presents a general grouping calcu-
lation method with fixed EGL. Its calculation process is
shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 first sorts the hosts in network A according
to their estimating cardinalities from small to large to find
the min and max estimation value (record as MinEC and
MaxEC). *en, starting from MinEC, hosts are added to
different cardinality estimation groups. *e lower bound of
the first cardinality estimation group is MinEC. Since the
EGL is fixed here, the upper bound of the first cardinality
estimate group is MinEC+EGL-1. When the estimating
cardinality of a host aip is found to be greater than the upper
bound of the current packet, it indicates that aip belongs to
the next cardinality estimation group. *en, set EC(aip) as
the lower bound of the next cardinality estimation group and
EC(aip)+EGL-1 as the upper bound of the next cardinality
estimation group, and take the next cardinality estimation
group as the current group. According to Algorithm 1, all
hosts in AIP can be divided into different cardinality esti-
mation groups.
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For example, suppose the interval length EGL is 4, there
are 10 hosts in the AIP, and their cardinality estimates are {3,
4, 3, 5, 9, 10, 13, 9, 10, 15}. According to algorithm 1, these
cardinality estimates are sorted from small to large, and the
sorted estimating cardinalities are {3, 3, 4, 5, 9, 9, 10, 10, 13,
15}. Because the minimum estimating cardinality is 3, the
lower bound of the first cardinality estimation group is 3,
and the upper bound is 6. *erefore, the first cardinality
estimation group contains four hosts, and their estimating
cardinalities are {3, 3, 4, 5}. *e estimating cardinality of the
fifth host is 9, which is greater than the upper bound 6, so the
host belongs to the next cardinality estimation group, the
lower bound of the next cardinality estimation value group is
set to 9, and the upper bound is 12. By analogy, the second
cardinality estimation group contains four hosts, and their
cardinality estimation values are {9, 9, 10, 10}. *e third
cardinality estimation group contains two hosts, whose
estimating cardinalities are {13, 15}, the lower bound of the
third cardinality estimation group is 13, and the upper
bound is 16.

After AIP is divided into different cardinality estimation
groups according to Algorithm 1, the difference in esti-
mating cardinality in each group is reduced. *en start
generating sampling IP sequence for each cardinality esti-
mation group, respectively. Using SIP[i] represents sampling
IP sequence of the ith cardinality estimation group ECGi.

For a host aip in ECG, the ideal sampling method is to
generate several sampling hosts whose estimating cardinality
is EC(aip). However, for a sampling host, we can only
determine its real cardinality first and then calculate its
estimating cardinality. Moreover, different sampling hosts
with the same real cardinality have different estimating
cardinalities. *erefore, the peer host set and the real car-
dinality cannot be determined according to the estimating
cardinality of the sampling host.

LE has high estimating accuracy. *erefore, in the actual
operation process, the real cardinality of the sampling host

can be set with the estimating cardinality as the reference.
When generating sampling IP sequence, we need to know
three important parameters: sampling point, sampling step,
and point sampling number. Each sampling point is an
integer value that determines the actual cardinality of the
sampling host. A cardinality estimation group contains
multiple sampling points. In order to make the estimating
cardinalities cover all the cardinality values in the cardinality
estimation group, there need to be some sampling points less
than the min cardinality BT and some sampling points
greater than the max cardinality TP. *e distance between
adjacent sampling points is called the sampling step and is
recorded as SS. In this paper, the equal step size sampling
method is used; that is, any two adjacent sampling points
have the same step size.*e point sampling number refers to
the number of sampling hosts generated at each sampling
point, which is recorded as SN.

According to the definition and requirements of sam-
pling point, SS and SN, for a cardinality estimation group,
the first sampling point is BT - SS, the second sampling
point is BT, the third sampling point is BT+ SS, and so on.
*e ith sampling point is BT + (i-2) ∗ SS.

*e last sampling point L9 needs to be greater than TP; it
is that (BT+ (L’ - (2) ∗ SS)>TP). After transforming the
above formula, L9 is the minimum integer greater than
2+(TP-BT)/SS. *ere are L9 sampling points in a group, and
each sampling point has SN hosts. *erefore, there are L’∗
SN sampling hosts in the sampling IP sequence of a car-
dinality estimation group. *e sampled IP sequence cannot
be directly input into the artificial neural network as training
data. *e next section will introduce how to generate the
data used in ANN training.

4.2. Generating Training Data. *e sampling IP sequence is
composed of the sampling hosts. It can be seen from the
previous introduction that a sampling host can be regarded

(i) Input：hosts set in ANet : AIP� {aip1,aip2,. . .};
(ii) *e length of the group: EGL
(iii) Output：ECG//group of hosts in ANet
(1) n ← the number of hosts in AIP
(2) AIP’� {aip’1,aip’2,. . .aip’n} ← Sort the AIP from small to large according to their estimating cardinality
(3) minEC ← *e minimum estimating cardinality of hosts in ANet
(4) j ← 1//j is the index of group
(5) bt ← minEC//bt is the lower bound of current group
(6) tp ← bt + EGL-1//tp is the upper bound of current group
(7) For i� 1 to n
(8) If(EC(aip’i)≤ tp):
(9) Insert aip’i into ECGi

(10) Else
(11) j� j+1
(12) bt←EC(aip’i)
(13) tp ← bt + EGL-1
(14) Insert aip’i into ECGi

(15) Return ECG

ALGORITHM 1: Group hosts in ANet.
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as a triplet: {IP address aip’, real cardinality RC, and peer
host set OIP}. *e number of peer hosts in OIP is RC. When
using an artificial neural network to adjust the result, we
need to know the estimating cardinality. To evaluate the
estimation error, the sampling host aip’ needs to generate
the cardinality estimation value in the same way used by the
host in ANet.

In a time window, for a host aip in ANet, the IP address
pair composed of aip and its peer host bip is used to update
the LEA. At the end of the time window, find α LEs cor-
responding to aip in LEA and combine them by bitwise
“AND” operation to obtain the union LE, which is recorded
as ULE(aip). *en, the aip’s estimating cardinality EC is
calculated according to ULE(aip). *ere is a deviation be-
tween aip’s real cardinality RC and the estimating cardi-
nality EC, namely, RC-EC. Since RC is unknown, the
deviation of estimation is also unknown. In the actual
process, all what can be acquired are EC and ULE(aip).

*e purpose of N2CE is to predict and estimate the
deviation according to EC and ULE(aip). To predict the
estimation deviation, we first need to know the relationship
among EC, ULE(aip), and the estimation deviation. *e key
to learning this relationship is the hosts whoseULE(aip) and
RC are given. For a sample host aip’, its RC is given. *e
ULE(aip’) and EC could be calculated based on LEA. Before
introducing how to acquire ULE(aip’) and EC, we first give
some definitions.

For a host aip, the vector [EC, ULE(aip)] is called the
estimation attribute. *e estimation attributes of multiple
hosts form an estimation attribute set. When all these hosts
come from the sampled IP sequence, they form a training
attribute set, which is recorded as trainX; when all these
hosts come from the ANet, they form a prediction attribute
set, which is recorded as predX. *e sampling host can
calculate the estimation deviation Δ according to RC (de-
termined when generating the sampling host) and EC, where
Δ �RC-EC. *e set composed of the estimated deviations of
all sampling hosts in a sampling IP sequence is recorded as
predY’. *e estimation deviation of hosts in ANet needs to
be predicted by the trained artificial neural network. predY′
is a set of predicted estimation errors of hosts in a cardinality
estimation group. N2CE uses trainX and predY′ to train the
ANN and uses predX as the input of the trained ANN, and
the output result, that is, the estimation error of prediction,
is saved in predY’.

It can be seen from the process of estimating the car-
dinalities of hosts in ANet that generating ULE(aip) is the
key to estimating the cardinality. Generating ULE(aip) re-
quires only three types of data: the IP address aip, the set of
aip’s peer hosts, and LEA. For each sampling host, these
three types of data are available. *erefore, the same process
as estimating cardinalities of hosts in ANet can be used to
generate the ULE of the sampling host and estimate the
cardinality of the sampling host.*at is, first update the LEA
using aip and OIP(aip), then find α LE from the LEA, and
then unionize these LEs to obtain ULE(aip).

When using this method to generate the ULE of a
sampling host, the update of LEA by each sampling host
cannot affect the update of LEA by other sampling hosts.

*is is because the estimation error of hosts in ANet is not
related to the sampling host. Otherwise, the ULE generated
by other hosts will be affected by the previous sampling hosts
and cannot accurately reflect the estimation error of hosts in
ANet. *erefore, when using this method to generate the
ULE of the sampling host, we need to copy an LEA for each
sampling host. For high-speed networks, LEA is usually set
very large, up to hundreds of megabytes. Copying LEA once
for each sampling host will waste lots of computing time and
memory. *erefore, this paper proposes an algorithm that
can generate estimated host ULE without copying LEA, as
shown in Algorithm 2.

For each sampling host sip, Algorithm 2 first obtains α
LE of sip in LEA and combines the α LE by bitwise “AND”
operation to obtain the union LE ULE. *e ULE is then
updated with each peer host sip. *is method, which
combines and generates ULE first and then updates ULE by
peer hosts, can obtain the same results as the method, which
updates LEA first and then combines and generates union
LE. In Algorithm 2, each sampling host only needs g ad-
ditional bits (LE is composed of g bits) without copying LEA
separately. In terms of calculation times, each peer host in
Algorithm 2 only needs to update ULE once, while the
method, which updates LEA first as what hosts in ANet do,
needs to update LE α times. In terms of memory occupation
and calculation times, Algorithm 2 can generate cardinality
error training data set more efficiently. After generating the
training data set, the artificial neural network can be used to
learn the relationship among the estimating error, the es-
timating cardinality, and the ULE.

4.3. Training Artificial Neural Network and Predicting the
Estimation Error. Artificial neural network learns the re-
lationship between data attributes and estimating error by
training data sets. As can be seen from the previous sub-
section, the data attributes generated by a sampling host
include estimating cardinality and ULE, where the esti-
mating cardinality is an integer, and the ULE is a vector
composed of g bits. For high-speed networks with huge
hosts, g will be set very large, which can be up to thousands
or even tens of thousands. If the ULE is directly input into
the neural network as part of the training data, too many
input attributes will lead to dimension explosion and in-
crease the training time. To reduce the number of input
attributes, the convolution method in image processing is
used to reduce the dimension of ULE. Figure 3 depicts the
neural network model used by N2CE for error prediction.

In the artificial neural network model, the first layer is
the input layer, which contains estimating cardinality and
g bits of ULE. *e second layer is the convolution layer,
which is used to convolute ULE. In the convolution layer, the
one-dimensional discrete convolution method is used. *e
convolution kernel used in the layer is an integer vector. *e
length of the convolution kernel and the moving step during
convolution control the dimension of the output attribute.
Several hidden layers follow the convolution layer, and each
hidden layer contains a dropout layer.*e purpose of setting
the dropout layer is to reduce overfitting by reducing the
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synergy of hidden nodes. *e purpose of N2CE is to predict
the estimating error; hence, the final output is a number.
*erefore, at the end of the model is the output layer
composed of one node.

*e learning accuracy of artificial neural network de-
pends on the data and network model used. *e data of
N2CE is obtained by sampling, and the networkmodel needs
to be set before the algorithm runs. Generally, the deeper the
network, the more the hidden nodes, the more complete the
connection relationship, the higher the accuracy, and the
longer the time of using the algorithm. For the N2CE al-
gorithm, the model needs to be trained at the end of each
time window, so the network depth and the number of
hidden nodes cannot be set too large. Moreover, with the
increase of network depth and the number of hidden nodes,
overfitting is easy to occur, which reduces the accuracy. In
the later experimental part, we will show that high accuracy
can be obtained by using only three layers in the neural
network.

According to the model in Figure 3, the ANN is trained
with the training data set generated by sampling IP sequence,
and the ANN learns the relationship between estimation
error and data attributes through training. *en the trained
artificial neural network can be used to predict the esti-
mation error of the host in ANet.

*e data attributes used by N2CE include estimating
cardinality and ULE. For the hosts in ANet, these two at-
tributes can be obtained when estimating the cardinality and
saved in predX. For each host in ANet, the trained artificial
neural network can give its estimation error prediction, as
defined in the following.

Definition 5. Error prediction. For a host with cardinality
equal to RC, if the estimating cardinality is RC, then the
error prediction of the estimation is the difference between
RC and EC, denoted by Δ and Δ �RC-EC

According to the definition of Δ, we can acquire the
modified estimating cardinality RC′ by adding the origin
estimating cardinality with Δ, RC’�EC + Δ. N2CE uses an
artificial neural network algorithm to reduce the error
caused by random factors and make the estimation results
more accurate. Next, we illustrate the effect of N2CE on
improving the accuracy of cardinality estimation through
real-world traffic data.

5. Experiment and Analysis

To evaluate the performance of N2CE on improving the
accuracy of cardinality estimation, two groups of high-speed
network traffic are used in this paper. *ere are many famous
network traffic data, such as IPtas[25], Caida [26], and Wide
[27]. In order to facilitate the experiment, this paper uses
Wide traffic data to analyse the performance of different
algorithms. *e duration of network traffic is 600 seconds,
1800 seconds, and 3600 seconds, starting from 13:00 on May
9, 2018, and 13:00 on April 9, 2019, respectively.*e two types
of traffic on different days are represented by wide 20180509
and wide 20190409. *e summaries of the different time
windows of these two types of traffic are listed in Table 1.

Convolution
Layer

Input
Layer

Dense
Layer

Dropout
Layer

Dense
Layer

Dropout
Layer

Output
Layer

Figure 3: Artificial neural network model.

(i) Input: SIP，LEA， g//*e length of LE
(ii) H1//hash function used in LE, used to map a host to a bit in LE
(iii) Output: Train data set: trainX, predY9

(1) For each {sip, RC, OIP} in SIP
(2) LEset� {le1, le2,. . ., leα} ← Locate α LE related to sip in LEA；
(3) ULE ← Unionize every LE in LEset by bitwise “AND” operation；
(4) For each bip in OIP
(5) i ← H1(bip)
(6) Set the ith bit in ULE to 1
(7) Endfor
(8) EC ← calculate the estimating cardinality of aip’ according to ULE
(9) Insert [EC, ULE] into trainX
(10) Insert (RC-EC) into predY9

(11) Endfor
(12) Return {trainX, predY}

ALGORITHM 2: Generate training data.
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Table 1 lists the number of packets and the number of hosts
in ANet and BNet. FromTable 1, we can see that the number of
packets and hosts increases with the length of the time window.
N2CE calculates multiple hosts in ANet and gets the estimating
accuracy by the estimating result of several hosts. *e host
cardinality is used to reflect the network connection and to
monitor the change of the connection in real time. *erefore,
the length of the time window should not be set too large. In
this paper, the length of the time window is set to 10 minutes,
30 minutes, and 60 minutes, which can reflect the accuracy of
the algorithm under different time window.

*is paper uses the TensorFlow library to develop the
artificial neural network part of N2CE.*e activation function
is important to the performance of the neural network [28].
*e “ReLU” of TensorFlow is used as the activation function in
this paper.*e program runs onUbuntu operating system, and
the graphics card is NVIDIA GTX 950m with 2G.

*e main function of N2CE is to improve the estimation
accuracy.*e estimation bias (RC-EC) can reflect the accuracy
of the estimation. *erefore, this experiment will analyse the
results from the perspective of estimation bias. First, we define
several indicators related to estimation bias. In these defini-
tions, AIP is the set of hosts in ANet, ‖AIP‖ is the number of
hosts in AIP, rcaip is the real cardinality of a host aip in AIP,
and ecaip is the estimating cardinality of a host aip in AIP.

Definition 6. Bias rate: biaRateaip � rcaip − ecaip/rcaip.

Definition 7. Average bias: avgBia� aip∈AIP(biaRateaip)/
||AIP||.

Definition 8. Average absolute bias: avgAbsBia�

aip∈AIP(biaRateaip)/||AIP||.

Definition 9. Standard deviation of bias: biaStd��������������������������������
aip∈AIP(biaRateaip − avgBia)2/||AIP||


.

Definition 10. Standard deviation of absolute bias:
absBiaStd�

���������������������������������
aip∈AIP(biaRateaip − avgAbsBia)2/||AIP||


.

Bias rate represents the ratio of estimation bias
(RC(aip)-EC(aip)) and real cardinality. Bias rate removes
the influence of the real cardinality on the estimation error
and can compare the estimation deviation of different
cardinalities. A good estimation should be close to the real
cardinality; that is, the bias rate should be close to 0. A good
cardinality estimating algorithm should also make the av-
erage bias close to 0. However, not all cardinality estimation
algorithms with an average bias close to 0 have high esti-
mating accuracy. For different hosts in ANet, the estimating

cardinality may be higher or lower than the real cardinality.
*erefore, the estimation deviation may be positive or
negative. When averaging the estimation deviation, the
negative estimation deviation will offset the positive esti-
mation deviation and reduce the average value of the esti-
mation deviation. *erefore, we also use absolute bias, that
is, the absolute value of the deviation, to compare the ac-
curacy of the estimation results. Calculate the mean and
variance of the absolute bias different hosts to obtain the
average absolute bias and standard deviation of absolute
bias. *is experiment compares and analyses the accuracy of
different algorithms by comprehensively using four indexes:
average bias, average absolute bias, standard deviation of
bias, and standard deviation of absolute bias.

In this experiment, the N2CE algorithm adopts a 4 ×

2048 LEA; each LE contains 1024 bits; the length of the CEG
is 100, the sampling step of the sampling IP sequence
corresponding to each CEG is 5, and the number of point
samples is 10. In the artificial neural network, when con-
voluting ULE, the convolution kernel length is 8. After the
convolution layer, the ANN consists of the following hidden
layers: a dense layer composed of 129 nodes using the
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) as the activation function; a
dropout layer with rate 0.1; a dense layer composed of 256
nodes using ReLU; a droop layer with rate 0.1; a dense layer
composed of 64 nodes using ReLU; a dropout layer with rate
0.2. When training the artificial neural network, 20 iterations
are carried out, and each iteration includes 10 epochs. Ta-
ble 2 summarizes the structure of hidden layers.

In the experiment, N2CE is compared with DCDS,
VBFA, and GSE algorithms, respectively. Let LAA represent
the result of N2CE without using the ANN to modify the
estimation result, and LAA_DNN represent the result of
N2CE with ANN revision. *e experimental results are
shown in Figure 4, 5, and 6. *e ordinates in the picture are
average bias, average absolute bias, standard deviation of
bias, and standard deviation of absolute bias, respectively,
and the abscissa is the number of iterations.

It can be seen from the experimental results that, in
different time windows, the value of average absolute bias is
higher than that of average bias. *is is because the positive

Table 1: Information of data in different time windows.

Traffic Time window(s) Packets number Number of hosts in ANet Number of hosts in BNet

Wide 20180509
600 157858284 146978 1675748
1800 500028513 366551 4844774
3600 1008076335 660418 9110573

Wide 20190409
600 164246725 137477 1723667
1800 462701592 339660 4905480
3600 889612866 609485 9154056

Table 2: Hidden layers of CNN.

Network layer Hidden nodes Dropout rate Activation
function

Layer 1 129 0.1 ReLU
Layer 2 256 0.1 ReLU
Layer 3 64 0.2 ReLU

Security and Communication Networks 9
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Figure 4: Comparison of estimating accuracy of different algorithms under time window of 600 seconds.
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Figure 5: Comparison of estimating accuracy of different algorithms under time window of 1800 seconds.
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Figure 6: Comparison of estimating accuracy of different algorithms under time window of 3600 seconds.
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deviation and negative deviation offset each other in average
bias. When the length of the time window increases, the
accuracy will reduce. *is is because there are more packets
and hosts when the time window increases. Between the
comparing algorithms, GSE has the lowest average bias, but
its average absolute bias is not the lowest.*is shows that the
estimated value of the GSE algorithm fluctuates up and
down around the real cardinality, and the range is large.*is
phenomenon can be found through the standard deviation
of bias analysis of GSE. Contrary to the mean of bias rate, the
standard deviation of bias rate is higher than standard de-
viation of absolute bias rate. *is is because the absolute
value of bias rate reduces the range of error and reduces the
fluctuation.

N2CE adds artificial neural network technology to LAA.
It can be seen from the experimental results that the four
accuracy indexes of N2CE are better than that of LAA. In
N2CE, the average absolute bias decreases by more than
20%. Among all algorithms, N2CE has the lowest average
absolute bias. *is shows that the estimating cardinalities of
N2CE are closer to the real cardinalities than those of other
algorithms and have the highest estimation accuracy.

6. Conclusion

*e N2CE proposed in this paper uses the technology of
artificial neural network to predict the estimation error, to
improve the accuracy of cardinality estimation. Generating
training data sets is the key to machine learning. N2CE
groups the hosts according to the estimating cardinalities
and generates sampling IP sequence for each cardinality
estimation group. *en, the training data set is generated by
combining the linear estimators and updating the peer hosts.
According to the training data set generated by the sampling
IP sequence, N2CE trains the artificial neural network,
predicts the cardinality estimation error, and adjusts the
estimation results. Experiments show that N2CE can obtain
higher accuracy than existing algorithms. *e N2CE can
now only run on a single node. However, with the expansion
of network scale, a network may have multiple edge routers,
which requires a distributed hosts’ cardinalities estimation
algorithm. In future work, we will study how to aggregate the
data of multiple network nodes and improve the accuracy of
distributed cardinalities estimation by using N2CE.
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